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It is nigh impossible to generate a term more  
versatile than that of the word motion, as its many 
meanings resonate with diversity. It is this myriad 
of implications that made it a prime theme for the 
40th volume of ArtAscent Art & Literature Journal. 
With the many artists brought together in these 
pages, what is put in motion is a dynamic issue  
that is sure to captivate. 

Just how wide a range of meanings can motion imply? It can be 
everything from a small gesture or symbolic move to the grand 
machinations of the universe. It might refer to a general stirring, or it  
might imply a revolutionary movement in cultural or philosophical 
thinking. In some regard, motion is the element that guides our world. 
Each day begins thanks to the motion of our planet on its axis and of our 
clocks as they chime our morning alarm. We walk, we drive, we dance our 
way through the day as we envelop ourselves in the motion of the world 
around us. 

As Isaac Newton stated in his first law of physics, an object in motion 
tends to stay in motion, and it is precisely that momentum that builds 
across the contributions herein. Dive into and be treated to a remarkable 
range of motion conceptualized through both visual art and written prose. 
Each contribution offers those who partake the opportunity to witness how 
these creative spirits push the limits of their craft. In doing so, they break 
new boundaries of artistic expression. Let motion, as it is encapsulated 
in this issue, move you to new heights and help you find new means of 
personal inspiration.

By Alexis Culotta PhD

Foreword
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Traditional Panama Dancers

Photography I 33 x 48 cm I NFS

Gerald Alderman
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Exploring motion is one of the most significant challenges for 
visual arts. Thanks to its documenting power, photography 
approaches the hypnotizing synthesis of spatial and time  

dimensions, giving the artists like Gerald Alderman a tool for  
capturing all sides of the human experience.

Gerald reminds us of Eadweard Muybridge, a 19th-

century photographer who became widely known 

for his motion-sequence photographic studies. The 

magic ability of a camera to hold onto a moment made 

it perfect for representing the plasticity of a dancer’s 

body as the most eloquent symbol of movement. Due 

to the imperfection of the pioneering technologies, 

it was after the 1920s that masters, such as German 

photographers Charlotte Rudolph and Hugo 

Erfurth, moved into the realm of professional dance 

photography. Gerald continues this tradition, capturing 

a variety of motions during his travels across the globe.

Gerald’s photography, displayed here, explores 

energetic moments with people engaged in dance 

and sport. Gerald’s direct, almost documentary-like 

approach generates a strong sense of co-presence. 

And yet, the monochrome rendering of the shots 

creates needed aesthetical distance. This occurs 

because a black-and-white palette tends to bring 

out the formal elements, such as the play of light and 

shadow, composition, and rhythmicity of lines. The 

vivaciousness of hue might otherwise obscure these 

elements. The accentuated graphicity is essential for 

expressing the eloquence and individuality of the body 

language of each person in the lens of the artist’s camera.

Photographing movement requires a speedy reaction 

and ability to grasp the meaning behind the movement. 

This lets the photographer show not only the 

recognizable pattern of the dance or sport but also its 

very temper. Gerald successfully copes with the task, 

getting truly candid and emotionally rich images. The 

author manages to get close to his heroes. He remains 

virtually unnoticed. The glance of his camera doesn’t 

interrupt the naturalness of the scenes. Resultantly, the 

flow of the motion overcomes statics of the still.

Gerald Alderman is a photographer from Athens, 

Georgia, USA. He has been an active participant in the 

local community’s art life in recent years. His works 

were on display at several annual shows held by the 

Lyndon House Arts Center at the artist’s hometown. 

The jurors Wassan Al-Khudari, Chief Curator 

Contemporary Art Museum, St. Louis, MO USA, and 

Lauren Haynes, Contemporary Curator, Crystal Bridges 

Museum of American Art, Bentonville, AK USA, noticed 

them. Gerald’s photographs were honoured with the 

Jim Strauser Athens Photography Guild Award and 

Merit Award in 2018 and 2019 respectively.

By Oleksandra Osadcha

NEXT PAGE: Aztec Folk Dancer

Photography I 33 x 48 cm I NFS
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Giddy-up

Photography I 33 x 48 cm I NFS

NEXT PAGE: Mexican Folk Dancer

Photography I 33 x 48 cm I NFS
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Argentine Dancers - San Telmo, Argentina

Photography I 33 x 48 cm I NFS
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Driven to write this piece when trapped in the grief of 

a recent loss of a loved one, Susan reveals in her short 

yet satisfying prose how the mind and its memories 

can play tricks on us at inopportune junctures by 

recalling moments or figures we work so hard to forget. 

At the same time, she pulls so much of herself into 

the characters she conveys. Slowly unwrapping the 

depth of her narrative line by line, Susan moves from 

being an anonymous passerby to a close companion 

of the reader in only a matter of a few lines of text. 

Susan takes much of her writing inspiration from her 

own memory bank—as she puts it, “I grab a slice out 

of my life that is rattling my brain, demanding to be 

told.” She is able to illuminate for the reader the power 

of a particular moment in time and transports them 

into her mind with surprising efficacy. Her visceral 

description of a singular moment reveals an incredibly 

emotional range that can resonate with anyone who 

has experienced loss or the struggles of deep- 

seated addiction. 

Her honest portrayal of grappling with another’s 

addictions recalls the candid and moving prose of 

literary icon Wally Lamb. In books like She’s Come 

Undone (1992), which profiles a central protagonist 

attempting to reassemble the pieces of her life after 

an attempted suicide, or his follow-up hit, I Know This 

Much Is True, which grapples with the main character’s 

ongoing psychiatric dependencies associated with 

PTSD, Lamb exposes the realities of mental illness 

while underscoring the power of humanity. Susan 

accomplishes something similar through the lens of 

drug addiction, although her prose is novel in that it 

does not offer a clear resolution. There is no happy 

ending in Susan’s story, reminding the reader that a 

momentary encounter—with death, with drugs, with 

a stranger on the street—can move us immeasurably. 

This is not to suggest that all of Susan’s writing shares 

in this sobering slice of life. Indeed, she had ventured 

into the humorous and farcical in the past. However, it 

is in these profound snippets that her deeper talents as 

a writer shine forth. 

 

Hailing from Salem, Massachusetts, but now living in 

Florida, Susan Nickerson has enjoyed the publication 

of her essays in a wide variety of venues. Susan has 

authored work for Writer’s Circle Online, Lifelong Writers 

Newsletter, and Palm Prints Literary Journal. She lives 

with her husband, Peter, and a puppy named Sadie Grace. 

By Alexis Culotta, PhD

In Exit 60, author Susan Nickerson brilliantly probes the profound 
personal challenges of love and loss. In doing so, she reveals for her 
reader the gripping challenge of trying to move forward when emo-

tions and memories keep us motionless instead.
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The first thing I noticed was his filthy pair of jeans. 

They’d been worn so often they could have stood on 

their own and walked. Old and tattered, holes in both 

knees, it was hard to imagine they once were blue. 

Inside them lived a homeless man, who clutched a 

simple cardboard sign that read, “Will Work.” His long 

graying hair stuck to his rugged face, his head was 

hanging heavy from the obvious weight of the world 

and a half-empty bottle of rot-gut gin. 

To keep his unsteady feet on the pavement he 

reached for an overturned Wal-Mart shopping cart 

but stumbled into it, bumping it just enough to make 

all four wheels spin. I watched them twirl round and 

round, much like my mixed emotions. I felt compassion, 

respect, and fear as I turned away from this man who 

lived under the cold, concrete bridge at the bottom of 

Exit 60.

My bright-red Honda inched its way toward the traffic 

light. The closer I got to him the more nervous I was. I 

fiddled with the radio trying to look busy so they’d be 

no eye contact. Oh how I wanted to give him money. 

Oh how my heart ached. Oh how hard life can be.

I struggled not to contribute to his addiction. So many 

times I fell for the story. The con games. The absolute 

bold-faced lies. We have no food. I lost my paycheck. 

The kids need heat. And even though I knew the 

underlying message was always, I need a fix I gave 

it to them. I gave and I gave and I gave, hoping that 

somewhere there’d be a kernel of truth.

Jethro Tull’s Aqualung blared from the radio speakers. 

The lyrics eerily appropriate.

Greasy fingers smearing shabby clothes

Hey Aqualung

    

Susan Nickerson

Exit 60
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The light turned green and through my clenched teeth 

I encouraged the slow car in front of me. Come on lady, 

hurry up! Go! Damn it. I didn’t make it. Another three-

minute wait seemed a lifetime. I squirmed in my seat, 

picked at my nails, brushed my hair. My good-girl, bad-

girl self argued back and forth.

Give him some money - some food -  

a job - some kindness.

Don’t give him a cent - he’ll drink it away -  

ask for more then rob me. 

I slid my eyes to the left for another glimpse of the 

homeless man. I was not prepared for what I saw and 

immediately went rigid. The gray-haired man lifted his 

head, and there before me stood my brother. I had not 

laid eyes on him in two years. I was elated and scared 

and stunned.

The sound of horns beeping made it clear I was not 

moving so I pulled over to the side of the road and 

watched from a distance. He tried to light a cigarette 

with his trembling hands but was unable to connect 

flame with paper. My first instinct was to run over and 

help him. Take him home, clean him up, give him a 

good, hot meal. I missed him like hell. He looked like 

hell. Life was hell.

Exit 60 (continued)

Susan Nickerson
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I lit a cigarette, pulled into traffic and headed back 

towards him. My hand fumbled to find the ashtray and 

I glanced away just for a minute. When I looked back 

at my brother I slammed on my brakes and my jaw 

fell to my lap. I had never seen that man before. He 

looked right at me and turned away. It was clear in that 

moment that he’d never seen me either.

I felt the quick sting of shock and a deep ache of 

sadness, just like I did when I heard the news.

Dead. Overdosed. Heroin.

I tried to reason with myself. Tried to convince myself 

it was understandable. Grief played tricks on the mind 

in those moments of sheer desperation when you miss 

someone so much you wished them back to life.

I headed home, through the growing traffic and over 

the bridge. The sun burst through the clouds and 

sprinkled diamonds on the surface of the sea. They 

skipped across the water under a sky so stark blue and 

painfully sharp, it penetrated my soul. I swallowed that 

breakthrough moment and let the beauty of their light 

course through my veins.

Drive-Drive-Drive. Your brother’s not alive.  

Watch the pelicans dive.
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Two Angels

Oil on panel | 15 x 15 cm | NFS

Amanda Brodie Stenlund
amandabrodiestenlund.com
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I move, therefore I am,” as Haruki Murakami has rephrased Decartes’s 
famous quote. Leisure activities and motion give us a sense of being 
alive. This is what inspires Amanda Brodie Stenlund to address the 

scenes of relishing a “small” moment.

The featured set of three paintings by Amanda belongs 

to a winter landscape. This subgenre, according to the 

observations of David Huddart and Tim Stott in their 

Earth Environments: Past, Present and Future research, 

didn’t appear in Western art before the 15th century. 

Winter has always been a season that combines 

the extremes of the festive mood and rejoicing with 

loneliness and nostalgia for warmth. The fragile 

beauty of a snowy scenery attracted different artists of 

different epochs, from Pieter Bruegel the Elder with his 

iconic The Hunters in the Snow (1565), to Claude Monet’s 

Haystacks (1891). Similar to Bruegel, Stenlund turns 

human personages into a staffage, the spots of colour 

that interrupt the calm field of white. And it is only 

on the third painting that we can see the characters 

clearly, as the artist depicts two kids having fun while 

making a snow angel. The uplifted angle, elimination 

of details and stylization of the figures give the whole 

composition a somewhat illustrative flavour.

Amanda confesses painting for her is a sort of therapy 

that helps to get over the depressing February weather 

in Chicago. “I decided I’d try to enjoy each and every 

day of it by making a painting a day,” she says. That 

also explains the vividness of tints. The greyish-white 

colouring is enriched with the accents of blue, resulting 

in the sonorous and immersive atmosphere. Paint was 

applied with a palette knife instead of a brush. This 

method allowed her to create a more dynamic and 

natural-like texture of snow. In addition, the author 

replaced a traditional canvas with a wood panel that 

resonates with the clear and deliberately simple visual 

language of the pieces.

Such loose manner of painting reminds of some 

canvases by Wayne Thiebaud, an American artist. 

Amanda names him among the masters who have 

influenced her. Both of them share an interest in 

realism—not a formal academic realism, but the 

realism of insignificant moments and details that shape 

the motion of our life.

Amanda Brodie Stenlund is a painter from Chicago, 

Illinois, USA. She received her bachelor’s degree in 

studio art at Furman University, Greenville, South 

Carolina. For a period, Amanda left pursuing a career in 

visual arts. When the right time came, she reconnected 

with art and spent a year at Morris Museum of Art in 

Augusta, Georgia, USA, before moving to Chicago. She 

worked at the Art Institute of Chicago and the Chicago 

History Museum as an editor. Currently, Amanda 

divides her time among painting, light copywriting, and 

running errands.

By Oleksandra Osadcha

“
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Amanda Brodie Stenlund

Downhill on a Doughnut

Oil on panel | 12.5 x 17.5 cm | $250
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To the Top

Oil on panel | 12.5 x 17.5 cm | NFS
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All the Love I Wanted to Give You

Oil on canvas | 20 pieces, 30 x 30 x 2 cm | $4,000

Emily van Lidth de Jeude
http://emilyartist.ca
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Often returning to the motif of the paired square 

or cube that, when assembled, takes on a 

striking patchwork-like continuity, Emily uses this 

compositional structure as a means to break the 

picture plane of her often abstract work. In doing so, 

she encourages the viewer to contemplate both the 

disconnect and intersections between each surface. 

This dissection of the work and its subsequent 

regeneration in exciting ways achieves new heights in 

her recent change/able series. In it, Emily generated 

multi-faceted cubes, with each face adorned with an 

image, that viewers can reassemble and recombine as 

they wish. 

This interaction affords viewers of Emily’s work ultimate 

control and engagement with it. However, it also helps 

to reinforce her guiding artistic credo that change in 

outlook is possible when the opportunity to embark on 

such change is present. The beauty of this approach is 

that it allows each observer to be in dialogue with the 

artist. At the same time, it adjusts how the subsequent 

viewer engages with Emily’s art, thereby allowing her 

work to move in a direction all its own. 

Her passion for these mutable means of artistic 

expression stems from her parallel desire to raise 

awareness about the state of our planet’s climate and 

how small changes can yield great results. It is through 

this connection with a central social concern that 

Emily’s work bears parallels to contemporary figures 

like Chinese innovator Ai WeiWei. WeiWei’s activist 

art creations have incited controversy but have also 

initiated valuable conversations about issues such 

as human rights violations. A prime example of such 

gripping projects was WeiWei’s 2016 installation of 

lifejackets symbolic of those refugees lost in perilous 

journeys to freedom across the Mediterranean. Perhaps 

offered with a softer punch, Emily’s art raises similarly 

important issues and at no more timely a moment.

Emily van Lidth de Jeude is currently based in Canada 

and has enjoyed the study of art both there and in 

the Netherlands. She works across the various media 

of painting, drawing, printmaking, installation, and 

performance, including the use of found and reclaimed 

materials, to underscore the emphasis in her work 

on the element of change. She has been featured in 

gallery shows and installation projects in both North 

America and Europe. Some of her more notable 

installations include the MAMA Project, SuperMAMA 

(performance piece), Woman Story, and change/able. 

Beyond her art, Emily works as an explorative learning 

facilitator, helping children and adults to connect with 

their own creativity and the wilderness, with a goal of 

promoting adaptability and change.

By Alexis Culotta, PhD

Social practice artist Emily van Lidth de Jeude uses her art, notably 
her recent change/able series, to explore how art and its viewer 
can become both activated and inspired through movement  

and recombination.

NEXT SPREAD: Red

Oil on canvas | 26 pieces, 30 x 30 x 2 cm | $4,800

Photo credit: Adrian van Lidth de Jeude 
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Emily van Lidth de Jeude

Game of Life 1 & 2

Graphite and acrylic on wood panel | 18 pieces, 20 x 20 x 2 cm | $1,400
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Building Blocks: What would you like the adults  

in your life to know and respect about you? 

Sharpie, felt, and clothing storage cubes |  

8 blocks, 31 x 31 x 31 cm | $4,000

RIGHT PAGE: Climate Change/Able

Paper (gallery intervention) | 17 papers, 22 x 26 cm | $1,000

Emily van Lidth de Jeude
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Triple

Photography, archival pigment print | 17 x 22 cm

Jo Ann Chaus
http://www.joannchaus.com
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Nude

Photography, archival pigment print | 17 x 22 cm
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Swish and Swoosh

Georgia Tambasis
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Merging
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In the Kitchen 

Oil, charcoal, and newspaper on canvas | 121.9 x 121.9 cm | $5,500

Kathryn Bagwell
kbagwellart.com
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Motorcycle

Oil and charcoal on canvas | 152.4 x 121.9 x 5 cm | $4,000
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I find myself on the Edge.

I can move backwards,

I can move left, right, along the opening.

Looking up, I see everywhere I have been.

I can only see so far:

My eyes aren’t strong, my memory is flawed.

I cannot go Up.

I try—I jump with all my will,

but my body can only take me so high before gravity relentlessly

pulls me back to the Edge.

To move forward, I must move downward.

This time, when I look, I see only the Dark.

The Unknown,

that which we fear the most yet is constantly calling to us.

Again, I jump—one final, vain attempt at fighting gravity.

I fail.

I fall.

I spill into the mouth of the Abyss,

All my atoms spreading, filling, being.

My body is gone, time fails. still I am pulled

Down, eternally.

I wait for the landing, for the moment of impact when the end will come.

But there is Nothing.

There is Nothing.

Jade Knox
jadeknox.com

The Call of the Void
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Swarm

Archival pigment print | $500

Donna Garcia
donnagarcia.com
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Muscogee

Archival pigment print | $600
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Ghost Dancer

Archival pigment print | $500
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Bobbie O’Toole
http://barbara-otoole.pixels.com

Exit Here

Acrylic on canvas
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In light, black is the absence of color.  

In paint, the sum of all colors.

At MOMA, my cousin the artist told me,  

is a painting, nine shades of black. Stop  

in front of its seeming monochrome and  

wait. They are there, like squares of tic- 

tac-toe, and will gradually appear to you  

in their shades of shade.

“Hot night, summer in the city,  

back of my neck getting dirty, gritty.”  

What is the line that intervenes before  

“Doesn’t seem to be a shadow in the city”?

That shadows are lively must be the basis  

of some children’s game, though I know  

only the shadow puppetry that adults  

provide for children. Just this week,  

in the heatwave, I saw my cat watch  

a shadow cross a patch of bright light  

on a wall. Then I made for her the turkey gobbler  

shadow, the one my father made for me, and she 

saw it, she studied it move.

Scientists studying cats’ interest in prey  

observed, I learned (in a psychology course?)  

that after eating their fill, cats continued to  

watch prey intently, following every move,  

though they no longer stirred to catch it.

In hunting, it’s not just the eyes. The cat  

flattens its body to the ground, its ears to  

its head. It smoothens its moves to seamless  

gliding, subsiding into moveless halts, then  

spurts.

Once in the backyard at home, we were  

sitting on the porch steps, the evening  

beginning to dim. Moth’ was teaching  

the latest posse of kittens to hunt. She  

flattened, then in the athlete’s miracle of  

response, almost too fast to see, she extended  

herself into three long leaps. In the first  

she covered most of the diagonal extent  

of the yard. Each of these leaps many  

times the length of her body. On the  

third, under the cherry tree, a small  

cry—caused, heard, extinguished.

No statistics compiled on her leaps,  

her speed could compare with  

witnessing that moment of stasis project  

itself into blur and result. Here, kittens,  

this is how it’s done.

Paula Bonnell
paulabonnell.net

Starting Places, 
                               Moves
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Tumbling 

Ink on paper | 20 x 25 cm | $150

Diane Cameron
dianecameron.com
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Walking

Ink on paper | 21.5 x 28 cm | $150
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Empowered

Mickey
https://www.ratgoofy.com
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My World
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The freeway is no place for sissies, dear.

It’s only for those who have lost their fear.

It’s the Indy road race and the Grand Prix combined

And it’s the only thing now that occupies your mind.

But if you are bold enough

To try it, and are really sincere

There are ways to maneuver

That I’ll tell you here.

Once you’ve entered

You are part of the pack

You must go with the flow

There’s no turning back. 

Keep your eyes open

For all that is around you

Especially, those lane changers

Lest they confound you.

There are times you must speed 

To keep up with the flow

And then there are times

You go…oh…so painfully…slow.

Watch out for trucks ahead of you

And still others in the left-hand lane

You must now check your moves

Just as in a checkerboard game.

You ask—Why are we

Hurrying at this rapid pace

When there is no loving cup

At the end of this race?

There is no one to answer

There is no one to ask

Just keep on moving

That’s your foremost task. 

Now merge into the right-hand lane

Ahead is your exit sign

Turn on your signal light

And follow the turnout line.

Whew! Now that you’ve made it… 

What an enormous relief

For all that made you worry

It has not come to grief.

True, the freeway is no vacation

But it’s much faster than the street

Someday, robots will guide you

Until then, Remember!

You’re in—THE DRIVER’S SEAT!

Ida J. Lewenstein

The Freeway
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1966 F1 Lotus 43

51 x 152 x 4 cm | $7,920

Shannon “Shan” Fannin
www.shanfannin.com
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Moment in Transition 103

Archival pigment print | 30 x 30 cm | $465

John M. Francis
johnfrancisphotography.com
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Moment in Transition 123

Archival pigment print | 30 x 30 cm | $465
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Untitled Photo from “Train of Thought” Series (2019)

Digital photography with drone

Kahn J. Ryu
www.kahnryu.com
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Untitled Photo from “Train of Thought” Series (2019)

Digital photography with drone
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Untitled Still Image from “On the Grounds of Anxiety” Performance (2018)

6-min video 

Kahn J. Ryu
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Untitled Still Image from “On the Grounds of Anxiety” Performance (2018)

6-min video
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Climate

Acrylic on canvas | 110 x 100 cm | $3,200

Who is BGW
www.whoisbgw.com
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To climb a stair

I declare

I ask what’s

in store

one, two…

four

Need a door

to be out of

sight

to turn and

take 

flight

Yvette Young

Marcel Duchamp
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Asian Lily Study in Orange

Archival inkjet print on Hahnemulhe Photo Rag Satin paper | 35 x 53 cm | $450

William Horton
https://www.williamhortonphotography.com
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Asian Lily Study in Blue

Archival inkjet print on Hahnemulhe Photo Rag Satin paper | 35 x 53 cm | $450
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The grandfather clock ticked. It had been a while since 

it had chimed. This it did at the top of the hour. The 

room had a little light in it. It was a shade of mahogany 

with fuschia coloured damask wall paper. There was 

a settee and two chairs. On these sat three women. A 

mother, her daughter and a great-aunt.

The daughter had brown hair, curled overnight and 

held high in a bun. She had a mid-blue silk dress on 

with diamond jewellery. She tended to her needlecraft. 

A small tapestry.

Her mother read, as did her aunt with lorgnettes. Both 

of them read novels. The air was silent.

A butler, with black livery, entered and announced the 

arrival of a Mr. Roger Benton. Here to see the youngest 

female, Betsy. Her mother, all ears, composedly stated, 

“Please show him in!”

Mr. Benton entered. He appeared slightly awkward. 

With light brown hair, slightly greying, he was also 

dressed in black with white shirt and stocking detailing. 

He was eager to please. “Good day, ladies!” None of 

them particularly altered their dispositions. Betsy kept 

sewing and the two others only fractionally moved 

their eyes from their reading.

Betsy motioned, as she did have some spirit, “Won’t 

you come and sit down, Mr. Benton?” On the remaining 

chair, Mr. Benton perched himself with alacrity. “I’ve just 

come from seeing my sister,” Mr. Benton said.

“Oh, is she doing well?” asked Betsy. The two elder 

women let these two younger inquirers speak to  

each other.

“Quite! She has ideas of going abroad, to Italy, in fact.” 

“Oh goodness!” exclaimed Betsy, that seems fine.” 

Betsy then got out her white lace handkerchief and 

wiped her eye.

“Would you care for a walk around the parlour, Betsy?” 

asked Mr. Benton. The grandfather clock continued to 

tick. “Why, yes!” she replied.

The two elder women looked at each other. The great 

aunt harummphed slightly. Their eyes, whilst the two 

companions walked in a small circle, didn’t move from 

their reading, however. The pages were turning.

“I might ask you for your company to my abode, Betsy!” 

Mr. Benton asked, “I am having a string quartet play 

and I thought you might like to attend?” “That certainly 

sounds fine, Mr. Benton! Why yes! I accept.” She looked 

towards her mother for a nod of approval, which the 

latter did.

“Well, that’s it, then! I declare that was the purpose of 

my visit. If you will excuse me, ladies! I have matters to 

attend to.” “Yes!” replied Betsy, “Have a good day, Mr. 

Benton.” “Good day, ladies!” he motioned, genuflecting. 

He motioned towards the door which was opened from 

behind by the butler.

Betsy, standing, returned to her chair and only 

held her needlework. This time, her mother slightly 

harummphed. The grandfather clock struck one.

Yvette Young

To Take a Walk Around the Parlour
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Bubble Babies

Acrylic on canvas | 16 x 16 cm 

Jimmy Gockel
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Beauty in Motion

Graphite and charcoal | Sold

Aaron Krone
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Two Ballet Dancers

Graphite and charcoal | 55.9 x 68.6 cm | NFS
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Into the Light

Spray and acrylic on canvas | 80 x 80 cm | $3,000

Dr. Itzchak Angel
https://www.instagram.com/angel_paintings_israel
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Purgatorio

Spray and acrylic on hardboard | 80 x 80 cm | $1,800
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In the endless Fall

I found no direction at all.

Inward, not a path—a Portal, unknown.

Inside, I crawled.

I discovered I was small,

Insignificant as an echo.

Intruding on all senses, salt,

Intent, as if with malice, to scald.

In my soul I felt the scars open.

I understood Nothing.

It was Everything.

Jade Knox
jadeknox.com

Inward
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Birth

Digital painting on canvas | 30 x 30 x 1.5 cm | $580

PJ Elliott
https://www.facebook.com/pjelliottart
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Stubborn Boy

Photography | 10 x 17 cm | $200

John Laue
https://www.facebook.com/john.o.laue
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Rough Sea

Acrylics | 40.5 x 51 x 1 cm | $200

Ljubica Simovic
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Family Portrait: LUCA and Her Daughters

Merino wool mounted on acrylic-painted canvas | 45.7 x 61 x 1.9 cm | $730

Meredith Mays Espino
www.mmecreates.com
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Breaking with Tradition

Giclee on canvas | 48 x 71 cm | $500

Rich DiSilvio
http://richdisilvio.com
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Stand Still

Oil on canvas | 102 x 71 x 1 cm | $6,000

Qing Song
https://qingsong-arts.com/home.html
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The little girl

In the red rocking chair

rocks, rocks, rocks.

The little girl

wears white white shoes, dark socks

and rocks, rocks, rocks.

Straight backed the child

as is the chair—that is not the bond they share:

She rocks and is rocked, and is rocked.

Wisps of fine hair

escape the braid, frame the face,

a child’s face of winter white.

Eyes peer. What do they see?

We will not know. Her lips won’t say. She sits,

and rocks, and rocks, and rocks.

Louise Moses
LouiseMoses.com

Red Rocking Chair
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William Horton
https://www.williamhortonphotography.com

Avalanche Gorge

Archival inkjet print on Hahnemulhe Photo Rag Satin paper | 53 x 35 cm | $450
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Sunrift Gorge

Archival inkjet print on Hahnemulhe Photo Rag Satin paper | 53 x 35 cm | $450
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Feeling Blue on a Magenta Sea

Acrylic on paper | 20 x 30 x 1 cm | $1,000

Chuck Jones
ChuckJonesPhD.com
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Morning, All Aswirl

Acrylic on paper | 20 x 30 x 1 cm | $1,000
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She Could Have Danced All Night

61 x 91 x 3 cm | $ 1,400

Vasu Tolia
www.VASUTOLIA.com
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Thunder rumbled overhead, and lightning lit up  

the sky. I huddled in the den, with my husband, for 

warmth. Intent on the Seahawk game, my husband 

didn’t hear the creak of the kitchen floor. He muted  

the commercials, and footsteps scuffled across  

the linoleum. 

“You didn’t hear it?”

“Hear what?” Bill asked.

The lights flashed on and off.

“How do you explain that?” my voice shrilled.

“It’s probably the storm. Relax. The game’s back on.”

My nerves frazzled like a short fuse. How could I relax?

Our daughter was on vacation, and the dogs dozed 

on the floor. Bill and I were alone in the house, yet 

someone walked about. I strolled in the kitchen and 

glanced around. Nothing looked out of place. My ears 

perked. Heavy footsteps sounded on the stairs.

“Who’s there?” I asked. Of course no one answered. Was 

I losing my mind? 

Cold and frightened, I sought my bed. My husband 

joined me later. 

At three in the morning, my alarm buzzed.

Bill asked, “Why did you set the alarm? It’s a Saturday.”

“I didn’t set it.” I stared at the time as I shut it off. Then 

it dawned on me. My mother died at exactly three a.m. 

this day last year. 

“Goodnight, Mom!” I rolled over and felt hands tuck me in.

Theresa Gage
clawingmywayin.wordpress.com

Ghost Steps
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Ethereal Luminescence 51182

Photography, print on aluminum | 73.7 x 101.6 cm | $2,750

Peter B Treiber
www.ethereal-luminescence.com
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Ethereal Luminescence 59055

Photography, print on aluminum | 35.6 x 45.7 cm | $1,000
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#Six

Wood, thread, wire, cord, leather, coins | 60.9 x 152.4 x 50 cm | $3,285

Barbara Weidell
bweidell.org
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Crossing

Wood, stoneware, found material, fur, drift wood, metal, horsehair | 50 x 18.9 x 60.9 cm | $7,883
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Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy

Acrylic on wood panel | 43 x 56 cm | NFS

Kebei Zhao
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The road only knows one direction.

Its path is set in asphalt, predetermined,

as it carves its way through the land.

Most days, the man takes solace in the familiar.

His load is heavy, but the road is smooth

and the compass needle rarely wavers these days.

Yet even such stalwart companions as road and compass

may sometimes deviate, may sometimes lead to steep rises.

At such times, the man’s own mind meanders.

Turns away from the way Forward.

It wonders if the dreamed destination truly lies ahead

or if mind and body will find that the path crumbles away

and ends somewhere barren, dry,

forgotten.

But what can the man do?

He is but a traveller, and his feet only know Forward.

Forward, a vision of hope and progress.

Removing the need to contemplate behind.

So Forward he goes, no matter the hills before him.

His compass rarely wavers these days, no cause for doubt.

Such thoughts only cost time.

Time to move Forward.

Stephen A. Roddewig
stephenaroddewig.com

Forward
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Aged just 22, Olyvia Kwok became well known in the 

art industry when she brought a Chinese scroll painting 

at an auction for $33,000 and later sold it at a Bangkok 

auction house for $220,000. Kwok knew the painting 

was valuable and worth far more than it was advertised 

for. She was confident she would make a profit, and 

her risk paid off, with her securing a huge return on 

her investment. That same year, Kwok opened her 

own successful art gallery in London specializing in 

emerging markets and later went on to build an art fund 

for a large private bank in Switzerland. Today, Kwok has 

over 15 years of experience in collecting and selling 

art. She set up her firm, Willstone Management, in 2011, 

where she now offers bespoke art investment services. 

According to Kwok, the art industry is changing, with 

fine art being far more accessible in recent years. She 

comments, “Many interior designers use art to make 

spaces appear more cultured and luxurious, while 

some people simply use art to fill a white space. Art 

has now become a fundamental aspect of any stylish 

decor.” You no longer have to visit an art gallery to see 

stunning pieces of fine art. Beautiful pieces that were 

once reserved for the homes of wealthy art collectors 

or galleries can now be found in a huge variety of 

different venues all across the world. Many luxury 

hotels and retail spaces are now using fine art in their 

interior designs to create a sense of style, elegance, and 

sophistication. With this in mind, here are some key ways 

that fine art is influencing luxury hotels and retail spaces.

Retail 

Luxury retail spaces around the globe are now 

incorporating fine art into their interior design. For 

instance, K11’s Art Mall in Hong Kong showcases the 

world’s first museum-retail concept. The stunning 

seven-storey shopping complex was unveiled ten 

years ago and created by famed art collector and 

entrepreneur Adiran Cheng. This fine art space 

showcases work by Hong Kong’s emerging artists, 

alongside famous art pieces by established artists 

including Damien Hirst. Retail spaces all around the 

world are now using fine art to attract customers, 

create a more luxurious feel, and enhance the overall 

shopping experience. 

Hotels 

Art is increasingly being used in hotels as a way 

of redefining luxury and standing out from the 

competition. Kwok notes, “Instead of simply leaving 

walls blank with spaces for artworks to be added later, 

forward-thinking hotels are incorporating art into the 

Comments from Olyvia Kwok

How Fine Art is  
Influencing Luxury Hotels 
and Retail Spaces 
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very fabric of the building with specially commissioned 

pieces integrated into the design of the building.” It is 

becoming increasingly common for hotels to invest 

in fine art in order to create a unique, standout decor 

and enhance their luxury credentials. You can now find 

highly valuable art pieces in some of the world’s top 

luxury hotels. For instance, La Colombe d’Or in France 

boasts a Picasso and Gramercy Park Hotel in New York 

is home to a Warhol and Hirst. Kwok adds, “Hotels are 

starting to be a bit braver in their artistic choices, with a 

move away from mass-produced abstract art, to more 

exciting, risk-taking works by both up-and-coming 

and established artists.” The Emperor Qianmen hotel in 

Beijing is a fantastic example, where the collaboration 

between the luxury hotel and local art community is 

particularly apparent. 

Final Insights 

Fine art is more accessible than ever, and many 

businesses are now strategically weaving art into their 

interior design in order to create a more luxurious, 

sophisticated, and high-end style. Hotels and retail 

spaces all around the world are recognizing the 

benefits of fine art and using it to improve their 

credentials, entice customers and set themselves 

apart from the competition in the fiercely competitive 

business world. 

By Olyvia Kwok. Olivia is the founder of successful 

London art firm, Willstone Management and has over 

15 years of professional experience collecting and 

selling art worldwide. 
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When it comes to your art/writing, explain what you do.

I’ve been writing poetry for nearly five years now. 

Stylistically, I’ve never been one to pigeonhole my 

work—this is for readers to decide. Although, when 

putting a manuscript together, I’m always conscious  

of variation in terms of length, formatting, and tone.

What is your most recent project?

My first full-length collection, No Home Like a Raft,  

has recently been published by Atmosphere Press. 

Why do you do what you do?

For art to be authentic, it should be an extension of the 

artist’s self—not separate. Every poem I write contains a 

layer of my skin. It also helps me to be mindful, and to 

re-establish equilibrium when things become out  

of balance.

How has your practice changed over time?

Initially, the poems I wrote were quite visceral and 

image-based. Whereas now, I’m learning that emotions 

and imagery are just two elements in the process. A 

message needs to be embedded, and there’s a level of 

restraint required as well—like taming a wild horse, so 

then readers can pull on the reins and take the poem in 

any direction they like. 

What is your scariest experience?

Nothing external but, on an internal level, confronting 

myself. You can’t expect other people to do this 

because you know yourself better than anyone else. 

It’s not easy but, otherwise, things get dismissed, which 

can make it difficult to move forward. 

What is your strongest childhood memory?

Our backyard fence had a gate that led to a primary 

school oval. I always had the space and freedom to 

explore with my siblings. 

Artist Interview
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Describe a real-life experience that inspired you.

Travelling through Latin America for three months. It 

was a sojourn that eventually formed the basis of No 

Home Like a Raft. 

What is your dream creative project?

To be able to have a week of uninterrupted writing in  

a remote place, at one with nature. 
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Artist Interview | Martin Jon Porter (continued)

What superpower would you like to have and why?

It would be the ability to teleport. Not through time, 

because the past can’t be changed and the present 

determines our future, but from place to place. 

Experiencing other cultures is so enriching. I also 

regard reading as a kind of superpower, with how it  

can broaden the mind. 

What is the best piece of advice you’ve ever  

been given?

“You wait, and if nothing happens, you wait some more. 

It’s like a bug high on the wall. You wait for it to come to 

you.” – Charles Bukowski

Creatively, where do you see yourself in the next  

five years?

Continuing to read widely, and being true to myself—if 

I’m being true to myself, then this will be reflected in 

my writing.

Martin Jon Porter is currently based in  

Melbourne, Australia.

Visit https://www.instagram.com/no_home_like_a_raft.

What is your pet peeve about the art world?

It seems, at times, some literary opportunities are 

reserved for those with a reputation or academic title. 

A person’s portrayal of his or her world creates another 

one—an escapism that everyone deserves to indulge. 

Why should readers be denied of this diversity?

Which place in the world do you find to be the  

most inspiring?

Even though movement and new surroundings are 

inspiring, it’s not always possible. So observing the 

nuances of daily life and human behaviour are  

always intriguing. 

What’s the most indispensable item in your practice?

Even though my mobile phone is very handy for 

recording notes on the go, it’s probably our day bed. It’s 

such a comfortable, quiet place that’s tucked away in a 

nook of our house where there’s plenty of natural light, 

which is always nice in the winter months. I find it to be 

an ideal place for thinking and writing. 
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